Leaderproject ”Borge Swyn”, Viking ship 2012-14
January och February 2013
We started up the year by making several looms and preparing a warm room in building nearby the
Vikingvillage. It’s very convenient for us because we can also use it for our teachers Hasse and
Anders.
Our local sponsors:
Erik Lindholm, Borgboda.
Clas Helling, Sonröda.
Erik Lindholm, Borgboda.

-beds
-mattresses for the beds
-13 beams, material for oars, 2 beams for the mast, 3 logs for boards.

April 2013
Preparations befor starting up the shipbuilding. We had to look for additional logs because the
boards we had from before were not good enough.
Local sponsors:
Anders Lundberg, Domarböle. 12 frames
Mikael Söderholm, Strömma. 1 pine tree for frames.
Niklas Mörn, Tengsöda.Beams and logs for boards.
Erik Lindholm, Borgboda. 4 logs for board and frames.
The Garage at MP. Chain saw oil.

Apr 12-15 did we the first work weekend on the ship. Cold and miserable.

The second week end in June we started to work on the second board.

Arvid in Långbersöda was sawing the logs we had collected for the boards. In June and July we
worked on the ship house and prepared the area for the big Vikingmarket in July.

Stacking the boards in Långbergsöda.

Working on the hose. We had to lift a sinking wall.

The Vikingamarket 2013

Two days before the Vikingmarket we did some work on the ship. We finished the third board and
started with the sills. During the market we pretended to work but the main task was to present and
promote the project. Besides the ship we showed how to weave the woolen sail, how lay rope in
several different ways. Our great supporter Eva from Holland showed how to lay rope with different
materials like paper, nettles and willow bark. Eva’s performance was very appreciated especially
among the youngsters.
We got a lot of positive feedback and made some useful contacts during these three days. To
mention one there might be a scientific test of ropes made of natural materials like nettles and
willow by a professor at a US University. A few new participants in the building also were a positive
response.

How to lay rope in different ways and with different materials. Eva from Holland to the right.

Sponsorering:
Jan Eriksson, Mariehamn. Two handmade rope fenders.

The sills on its place in August..

Fourt and fifth board were done in September.

During the weekend in September when the Harvest Market was held we had a work session. The Viking Village was one of
the participants and we therefore had many interested visitors. Not as many as during the big Market I July but a
conciderable amount of visitors.

In October all six boards were finally done according to our time schedule! A happy group of sit down for a photo when the
last rivet was done.

When all board were done we started to fasten frames and stabilize the hull but had no time finish
during this work term. Therefore we decided to work an additional weekend in the beginning of
November when we fulfilled the fastening of the sills.
Over the year 2013 we have voluntarily worked more than 1200 hours.

With that the year 2013 has come to a really happy ending. We are now even ahead of estimated
schedule!

Fastening the rivets using dowels of Juniper.

Till the next work session in the Spring 2014!

